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Online Class – Rain or Shine, Learning Prevails

Let the raindrops be a melody to the symphony of knowledge – our journey 
continues, storm or shine!

From the pitter-patter of raindrops to the lively discussions in virtual 
classrooms, learning continued to be an interactive and collaborative 
experience.

With online classes, our learning community expanded beyond physical 
boundaries, connecting students and teachers from various locations. 
The virtual world bridged the gap caused by rain-soaked roads, 
ensuring uninterrupted learning and connection for everyone.
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Online Class – Rain or Shine, Learning Prevails

Cozy Learning Spaces: Students turned their homes into vibrant 
classrooms, creating a cozy and engaging environment even on 
the rainiest days

Despite the challenges posed by weather, the commitment to 
education remained unwavering, proving that learning knows no 
weather constraints.
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XII – Mock viva – Board Practical Exam Preparation

From meticulous note-taking to mastering techniques, students 
demonstrated dedication, ensuring they're ready for every challenge 
in the practical exam.

The countdown to board practicals has begun, and our Grade XII students are 
ready for a liftoff into the realms of academic success!

Just like a skilled scientist balances equations, our students juggled theory 
and practical aspects, creating a harmonious blend of understanding.
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XII – Mock viva – Board Practical Exam Preparation

Our Subject Matter Experts ensures that each question posed in the mock 
viva was a chance for students to showcase their mastery of the subjects, 
proving they're ready for the grand stage.

The constructive feedback received after the mock viva sessions from 
each experts became stepping stones for improvement, shaping students 
into better communicators.
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XII – Mock viva – Board Practical Exam Prep

Encouraging innovative approaches, our budding scientists explored beyond 
the expected, making their experiments standout. 

Focused on providing a global perspective, the Principal’s guidance 
extends beyond textbooks, preparing students for a world that values 
knowledge, empathy and innovation.

Emphasizing the importance of etiquette in viva voce, students learned to 
navigate the questioning process with grace and professionalism.
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XII – Mock viva – Board Practical Exam Preparation

Our Principal envisions education with a purpose, where students not 
only excels academically but also emerge as compassionate, responsible 
individuals ready to contribute  their best.

The preparation journey unfolded with each experiment, turning lab sessions 
into treasure troves of knowledge and discovery.
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XII – Mock viva – Board Practical Exam Preparation

A Leadership style that fosters collaboration and sense of dedication to give 
the best!

The Grade XII students around our Principal who serves as a mentor offering 

invaluable advice and guidance to help students navigate challenges and 

shun the fear factors.

With perseverance as the dawn, practice as the daylight and trust as the 

horizon the students unfolded themselves into practice for the board 

examination.
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X  & XII – SA 2 Exam Open Day – [Board Exam]

The School Principal  addressing the parents  by recognizing and nurturing 
each student’s unique abilities , thus creating an inclusive educational 
ecosystem where everyone can flourish.

Feedback, Collaboration and the Roadmap to Exam Triumphs!

Understanding individual student performances allows for tailored support 
and encouragement. Our Principal explains the need of the hour and 
ensures to get the fullest out of each student.
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X  & XII – SA 2 Exam Open Day – [Board Exam]

A collaborative approach involving parents and teachers lays the 

groundwork for a supporting environment where students can thrive 

academically to each of their desired goal.

A symphony of guidance, as teachers play the notes of support for every 
student’s success!

The conversation with the class teachers helps to unveil  the classroom 

achievements and roles out the charts for improvement. Class teacher of 

Grade XII  explaining the progress of the student to the parent.
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X  & XII – SA 2 Exam Open Day – [Board Exam]

As the board examination approaches, combined efforts between parents 
and teachers to  intensity the preparation promoting a sense of ownership 
and dedication in their preparation.

The Class Teacher weaves the chronicle of resilience and success that was 
undergone in every lesson taught . Class teacher of Grade X  explaining the 
progress of the student to the parent.


